
AIVU-VIDEOWALL-DECODER

Ideal for control rooms and surveillance centers

The solution that brings videowall controller and IP video 
stream decoder functionalities together on one device  

PRODUCT
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VIDEOWALL 

DECODER

Aitek Linux Embedded Operating 

System for greater fault tolerance

VIDEO WALL MANAGEMENT 

FOR CONTROL ROOMS

AiVu-Videowall-Decoder is a specific version of the 
AiVu decoder combining the features of a video 
wall controller and of an IP video stream decoder in 
a single 19’’-rack device. It is designed for control 
rooms, where a large number of video streams 
from IP video cameras or video servers must be 
displayed on the monitors making up a video wall.

AiVu-Videowall-Decoder controls a set of monitors to 
display video streams in full-screen mode or in 
several frames, removing the need to re-digitize 
output video signals from decoders, therefore 
reducing costs and optimizing image quality and 
fluidity.

The hardware architecture allows to control up to 12 
monitors with DVI or HDMI inputs or up to 24 
monitors with Display Port inputs.

Thanks to the employed video cards and the specific 
multithreaded software architecture, up to 64 high-
resolution video streams can be displayed.

Customizable display layouts, digital zoom / crop / 
enhancement, storing preset configurations, native 
management of Onvif-S video cameras and servers, 
a powerful HTML5 interface and JSON/REST APIs for 
third-party integration: all these features make AiVu-
Videowall-Decoder an essential tool for any control 
room tasked with viewing IP video streams.

Operating System and application on 

high-reliability flash disk

H.263, H264, MPEG-4 and Vp8 

decompression standard support

Easily upgradeable to support new 

compression standards

Manages up to 12 1920x1080-

monitors in any layout

Simultaneous display of up to 64 full 

HD cameras with customizable layouts

Fully integrated into the AiVu video 

surveillance platform

Stand-alone decoder compatible with 

S-profile ONVIF standard 

HTML5, API JSON/REST web interface



A I V U -VI D E OWA L L - D E CO D E R 

MAIN FUNCTIONALIT IES

Videowall layout - Customizable number of video streams, position, size

Static/dynamic screen allocation - Automatic/manual entering of video streams

- Display of events/alarms on dedicated screens

- Modify video stream position 

Single screen functionalities - Digital zoom/crop/expand pan/scan

- Text and image entering

- Icon/visual effect display

- Brightness

PTZ control - Remote PTZ control is interface- or joystick-directed

Video recordings - Joystick- or mouse-controlled video display controls

Autodiscovery - Network discovery of cameras and on-screen display

S-profile ONVIF support - PTZ control and video stream confinguration/management

Remote diagnostics - Control over camera status displayed on screens

- Monitoring system status

Video stream monitoring - Compression and sending videowall output to NVR devices 

Import/export configuration - Configuration back-up and recovery on other video-walls 

HTML5-web based interface -  Full management of layout, allocation and features

NVIDIA QUADRO K2000 GRAPHICS CARD - TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Video output - 12 (VGA/DVI/HDMI/DP)

Performance - Up to 64 x 1080p or 128 x 720p

Live stream view - Via monitor or in streaming

Network management - HTTP API, web interface, SDK C/Java, SNMP and discovery

HTML5-web based interface -  Full management of layout, allocation and features

Resolution for each monitor - 800x600, 1024x768, 1280x800, 1280x1024, 1440x900, 

  1680x1050, 1920x1080

Mount - 2U Rack 19'’

The NVIDIA Quadro K2000 graphics card is a PCI Express expansion card 

with single bay based on the new NVIDIA Kepler graphics processing 

unit (GPU). 

It is designed specifically for professional applications across a broad 

range of industries including manufacturing, security, media and 

entertainment.
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